Fukuoka: World-famous Father of Natural Farming

It was 10 years ago that I first heard of Mr. Fukuoka’s name from a Malaysian teacher at my university. Mr. Fukuoka, as I remember the teacher telling me, was the author of “The One-Straw Revolution: An Introduction to Natural Farming.” He developed a system of farming that does not require plowing, the use of chemicals or fertilizer, nor weeding. Specifically, his method of planting seed balls caught the eyes of the United Nations’ agricultural experts who thought the technique would be useful to U.N. forestation efforts, and Mr. Fukuoka contributed to greening activities in the Philippines and elsewhere in Southeast Asia, India, Africa and other parts of the world. In 1988, Mr. Fukuoka won the Asian version of the Nobel Prize, the Ramon Magsaysay Award, and received the highest honorary degree awarded by India’s Tagore University from former Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, then the university’s chancellor. “Mr. Fukuoka is admired by many people in Asia and Africa, but he is not well-known in Japan, and I wonder why,” the Malaysian teacher said with a puzzled look.

This episode had completely vanished from my head until last year when a neighbor of mine gave me some of vegetables she had planted and told me, “I grew this veggie with the Fukuoka natural farming method and didn’t have to pull a weed.” Afterward, another friend of mine told me of his trip to India. “I had planned to sleep in camps while traveling in India and then I met an elderly Indian farmer who let me stay at his home because he said ‘you are Japanese like Mr. Fukuoka.’ He showed me a well-thumbed Hindi-language edition of ‘The One-Straw Revolution’.” Who, then, is Fukuoka?

Visiting Mr. Fukuoka

I paid a visit to Mr. Fukuoka in June, the starting month of the rainy season in Japan when farmers are busy planting rice seedlings and doing other farm work. Mr. Fukuoka turned 95 years old this year and lives in the city of Iyo in Ehime Prefecture on the smallest main island of Shikoku, a region well-known for its mikan (tangerine) farming. I have heard that until about 10 years ago Mr. Fukuoka had maintained a self-sufficient way of life living off his mountainous natural farm; since then, he no longer goes up the mountains, retiring to a quiet life with his family. When I saw him, his beard was silvery white, and his appearance exuded dignity. He can barely move these days, but he is otherwise healthy. Each morning and evening, he eats a big natsu-mikan (Chinese citron) bigger than the size of a fist. He usually doesn’t show his emotions, but once inadvertently our eyes met and he broke into a broad grin, a gentle radiance glowing at the back of the pupils of his eyes.

As I talked to Mr. Fukuoka, he worked hard to move his stiff body and mouth, and the words that came out in a raspy voice again and again were: “People actually don’t know what they think they know. Everything is useless. My book is also useless.” What message did he try to convey? Let me try to figure it out while taking a look at the life of people who have come under his influence.

Natural Farm of Fukuoka’s Son

Mr. Fukuoka’s son, Masato, grows rice and mikan, and tends the family farm together with his wife, using the organic farming method. To this day, people who admire Mr. Fukuoka come from all over the world to visit the family farm. When I was visiting Mr. Fukuoka, a young Frenchman named Etienne, who came to Japan to learn the natural farming method, was helping out with the planting of rice seedlings. Mr. Fukuoka had succeeded in growing rice and then wheat in the same land every year without plowing or planting or weeding the field (except for minimum weeding necessary to grow the crops in a way not disturbing natural self-purification). Masato no longer strictly follows this splendid farming method set up by his father, but still he grows rice without using chemicals or chemical fertilizer. When I asked him, “Is there no...
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**Natural Farming: Labor-saving, Economical**

“Every 10 years or so, you don’t have a good harvest, but I think it is the same whether you use chemicals or not,” says Masato. As the price of petroleum shoots up and the resources for producing chemical fertilizers become scarce, modern farming becomes a costly business. Besides, once you are dependent on chemicals and chemical fertilizer, the land and the crops lose their latent vitality, and farming becomes labor-intensive. What makes matters worse is that, as import barriers fall for trade liberalization, prices of farm products fall and farming makes little money. If you are to grow things without chemicals with the use of greenhouses built like no-germ factories, you have to create a suitable environment with air-conditioning, lighting, and so on. If that requires the consumption of a lot of petroleum, the practice becomes uneconomical.

In contrast, the system of natural farming as advocated by Mr. Fukuoka requires no plowing, no insecticide, no prepared fertilizer, and no weeding. It is labor-saving, you don’t have to pay for chemicals and chemical fertilizer, and you don’t use petroleum. Moreover, since natural farming enriches the soil every year, it is not necessary to rest the land, making this farming method extremely economical and efficient. Through natural farming, Mr. Fukuoka grew rice and wheat alternatively. He had mikan, he grew vegetables like weeds, and in his book he proposed crop rotation when growing vegetables. Whatever he grew, he tried to identify the natural cycle and kept to this cycle as closely as possible. Whether one can do so is the key to success in natural farming.

**Forms of a mikan tree**

- **Natural form**
  - (corn shape)
  - (triangular shape)
- **Free form**

**Mr. Fukuoka’s Legacy**

“The One-Straw Revolution” has been translated into more than 20 languages, and it is said more than one million copies have been published worldwide. When Mr. Fukuoka was 25, he was puzzled by the meaning of life, but salvation came with this sudden realization – that human knowledge can’t hold a candle to nature. From then on, Mr. Fukuoka sought to confirm this conviction step by step by way of cultivating crops; he proved it through experiments and the result was “The One-Straw Revolution.” Mr. Fukuoka’s belief, “just follow nature,” has served as the problem-solving key and has given hope not only to farmers, who have nearly forgotten that “crops are grown by nature,” but also to us all when we fall into a cul-de-sac in this age of faith in science.

<To be continued>

Mr. Masanobu Fukuoka died of old age on Aug. 16, 2008, only two months after the interview. May his soul rest in peace.